
 

We define the customer 

needs to match the best 

offer. 

Stage 

Pre-revenue 

Industry 

E-commerce, Marketplace 

 

Market size 

~61B$ Us only 

*144M nis current market in Israel. 

 

Team 
Gavriel Guseinov – Founder of the 

company has 4 years of experience in 

digital marketing and one past 

experience in startup founding. 

 

Contact 

+(972)54-6959-296 

Gavriel.guseinov@gmail.com  

Problem  

Right now when customers are looking to buy something they need to do research to find the 

offer that fits their needs and demands. When doing so they are spending time and efforts on 

offers that are not right for them while businesses spend money on showing the customers 

those offers. 

Solution 

We are using questioneres on our website to ask the customer questions that will define his 

profile, needs and demands then using that data we search for the best solution for it’s needs 

and match them. 

Market 

Our market is the digital ads market where our potential customer is each seller or bussines 

that sells product that has more than one veriation to fit different customer needs. In the US 

only the revenue of Facebook and Google on online advertising is ~61B$ and growing ~14% 

each year. 

*Currently for the first stage we chose to focus on the home rennovations market in israel 

where we found that our target customers spend 144M is a year on Adwords only. 

Competitors 

*1000 clicks test 
on kitchens 
market 

Zap.co.il Midrag.co.il 

Google 

adwords 

AHITOV 

Revenue model 

Pay per click - 
bussines can’t 
forecast profit or 
guaranteed to 
make it. 

Pay per 
Sale+fee - 
bussiness can 
forecast and 
guarantee profit 
 

Pay per view - 
bussines can’t 
forecast profit or 
guaranteed to 
make it. 

Pay per Lead or 
Sale – 
bussiness can 
forecast and 
guarantee profit 

Conversion 
reates 

Irrelevant 1% 2.5% 6.5%* 

CPS (cost per 
lead) 

Irrelevant 0 ~150 nis < 50 nis* 

CPS (cost per 
sale) 

Irrelevant 
~7-15% Deal 
fee. (~1050 nis) 

~750 nis ~100 nis* 

Ease of 
learn\implement 

Need to know 
programing and 
need to integrate 
with each product 
in store. 

Week or two 
course to start 
working and 
daily support. 

 
About one month 
course to start 
working and 
about onese a 
week support. 
 

Few minutes of 
video 
instruction. 

 

Competitive Advantage 

In our platform bussines can be sure that the bussines will generate profit from the platform and he doesn’t need specialy educated worker to 

use our platform. In the same time the customer is happy with using our service because we help him to find the right solution for his needs 

instead of “bombing” him with advertising.  

 

Business Model 

We sell every Lead with minumum of 30% charge the leads will be sold on our website for subscribed accounts (bussiness) right now bussiness 

from our spheres in israel spend about 12M nis each month only on google search advertising.  

Key Milestones  

 


